Oceanside Glass & Tile fuses art with application, innovation, and sustainability to take any project to the next level.

By Kate Griffith
Oceanside Glass & Tile started revolutionizing the art tile industry in 1992—when three artists and one entrepreneur decided to fuse art glass and sustainability to create a beautiful, functional product.

**SUSTAINABILITY**

Since the founders first got together in Oceanside, California, the business has grown up and grown big, moving to a bigger headquarters, expanding product offerings, and taking on new glass competencies with business mergers all while building a reputation as the top art glass tile company in North America.

“I had never used glass tile before and was scared of it, but a customer wanted something no one else had,” says Jerrym Naugle, owner and president of Arizona-based contractor Premier Paradise. “Once I learned about Oceanside and saw how the process works, I was hooked. A key benefit is that they’re using recycled glass and putting out a quality product.”
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**COLOR**

Oceanside is one of the few North American companies that manufactures its glass with through-body color. The manufacturer bakes color directly into its glass using a variety of chemical mixes instead of relying on colored paint or back adhesives to add hues to a colorless glass tile. The technique offers consistent color and a reflective quality that rates high with designers and architects. “You can’t duplicate that look,” Moiso says.

**HOW IT’S MADE**

Oceanside’s annealing process gives its glass tiles the ability to withstand extreme temperature changes. The glass pieces are pulled slowly through a lehr, a giant furnace with multiple chambers that decrease in temperature. As the glass moves through the lehr, it’s slowly cooled, removing internal stresses created as glass is fired, cast, and cooled. Depending on the thickness of a piece, the annealing process can take two to four hours to complete. By the end, Oceanside has a glass tile product with a strength upwards of 2,500 pounds per square inch. Natural gas, and management works hard to ensure employee health. “We deal with pretty harsh chemicals, and it’s important to us that our health and environment is safe,” Moiso says. “Baghouse filters keep our internal environment healthy. If you come to visit our plant, you wouldn’t even know we’re working with these chemicals.”

**THE FUTURE**

The company recently won the contract to provide glass to restore the former home of media tycoon William Randolph Hearst, the former home of media tycoon William Randolph Hearst and current National Historic Landmark on the Central California Coast, needed to match an existing vibrant blue, they turned to Oceanside. In 1995 Oceanside was chosen for the difficult task of providing glass to restore the indoor Roman Pool, where water shimmers and reflects off thousands of 1-inch glass tiles. When light hits the water just right, the pool appears to glow from the bottom up. The Hearst Castle contract was the first of Oceanside’s many commercial projects, and the challenge lit a fire for innovation within the company. “At the time, we were able to make a through-body cobalt colored tile that matched the existing Roman Pool, but we were only doing it in larger pieces,” Moiso says. “When we won the contract, we had to invent a way to make a rustic edge, 1-inch mosaic to match the original Italian glass as well as a way to sheet the mosaic.” Oceanside’s still-active Tessera Collection and its sustainably minded paper mounting method were born.
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